In 2020, a new Class Schedule was implemented. This new Class Schedule has live data and better search capabilities. The new search capabilities include the ability to search for classes by class attributes. Class attributes are used for several purposes including designating GE and specialty classes.

Not all class attributes will be available in the filter, as some are for internal use, but the following are included: Chico Distance & Online Education (CDOE), First-Year Experience (FYE), GE, Global Cultures, Graduation Writing Assessment (GWAR), Service Learning, Sustainable Course, U-Course/Course Link, U.S. Diversity, Writing Course, Zero Cost Course Material (ZCCM).

To help make these easier to use, we have changed the layout of the Class Schedule, moving the Class Attribute and Class Attribute Value boxes out of filters and up into the search criteria area.

Note: The Class Schedule is responsive and therefore the screenshots below may not always match your or the students view.

1. Use the Class Attribute drop down box to pick the type of specialty class you are searching for.

2. You can then search on just that criteria or further narrow it by picking a value from the Class Attribute Value drop down box.
Tip: you can make multiple selections in the drop-down boxes and get results for both (operates on OR logic instead AND logic). You will need to expand the class information to see the Class Attributes to know which criteria each class meets.